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Abstract – Recent development in Congestion control
mechanism on non-safety applications in Vehicular Ad Hoc
Networks (VANETs) have heightened the need for
sustainable and reliable networks. However, the key
challenges with this kind of applications are in the events of
intermittent connectivity and data collisions. Comparatively,
the event-driven effect on both safety and non-safety
applications have critically are rely on delay and reliability.
To date, the WAVE protocol in VANETs is derived from the
IEEE 802.11pMAC protocol section. However, far to little
attention has been given to non-safety applications for
instance twitter, SMS services, internet services etc. Hence,
Infotainment applications are not applying inter-vehicle
communications (IVC) provide services such as comfort and
driving assistance. In spite of that, Roadside-Vehicle
Communications (RVC) caters for information concerning
repair notifications, remote diagnostics, context information,
navigation information, and alerts system. In this paper, we
show design model for existing congestion control algorithms
problems. The impact of the strategy are evaluated as
opposed to the performance of non-safety applications.
Furthermore, researches are centered on investigation the
advantages and drawbacks of congestion control algorithms.
In final analysis, we proposed non-safety applications
approaches as our future research domain for solving the
congestion problems.

Keywords – Non-Safety Applications, WAVE Protocol,
Inter-Vehicle Communications (IVC), Roadside –Vehicle
Communications (RVC).

I. INTRODUCTION

The term VANETs has come to be used to refer to
mobile ad hoc network (MANET) with their own unique
characteristics. Similarly in MANETs [12],[20],[21], the
VANETs also not require any fix infrastructure. However,
permanent network nodes can be used in the form of
roadside sensor devices. These roadside devices open up a
wide variety of services for vehicular networks, such as
acting as a drop point for messages on sparsely populated
roads, serving up geographically-relevant data, or serving
as a gateway to the Internet.

VANET has a distinct high speed controlled mobility
patterns than other kinds of ad hoc networks (MANETs).
It consists of fast moving mobile nodes and large obstacles
(e.g., buildings, trees, etc) on highways and urban areas.
Speeds of vehicles moving in the same direction are
generally similar, and they can therefore remain in radio
contact with one another for much longer periods of time
than with vehicles moving in the opposite direction.

In VANETs a node is able to receive and send messages
through wireless communication channels where vehicles
are embedded with communication devices. The available
networks have a variety of services such as Intelligent
Transportation Services (ITS).For example, if a vehicle
want to download a city map or want to check the list of
restaurant available in the visited city or town. The non-
safety messages or infotainment applications must to be
delivered to each neighboring node with almost no delays
from the RSU server.

The Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
formulated VANETs for wireless spectrum frequency then
established a channel for communication, the Dedicated
Short Range Communications (DSRC) Service in 2003.
The DSRC is a communication service that uses the 5.850-
5.925 GHz band for the use of public safety and private
applications (non-safety or comfort applications) [8].

In order to communicate in VANETs, the IEEE is
working on the IEEE 802.11p (WAVE – Vehicular
Environments Wireless Access) and 802.11 protocols
standard for DSRC [17]. The reliability and low latency
requirements for non-safety applications are suitable for
VANETs environments such as high vehicular mobility
and faster topology changes. The DSRC was designed into
multi-channel system. The FCC divided the spectrum into
seven each with 10 to 20 MHz channels which six were
identified as Service Channels (SCH), and Control
Channel (CCH), as shown in Figure 1. The CCH channel
is used for safety messages and non-safety services
(WAVE-mode short messages) are expected to go through
the six service channels available [14],[16],[2].

Fig.1. Seven channel of DSRC

The overview of the multichannel operation mechanism
explained in the IEEE WAVE system for DSRC. The
overall WAVE architecture specifies IEEE 802.11p (both
MAC and PHY standards) and IEEE 1609.1 to 1609.4
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standards mainly for resource management, networking
service and channel operation. IEEE 802.11p operates in
the same physical layer and uses in a 10 MHz channels
bandwitdh.

DSRC technology is a unique characteristic for
multichannel operation. The spectrum allocation for
DSRC services in the 5.9 GHz licensed band is divided
into seven channels. Channel 178 for control channel
(CCH) used for road safety messages and service
announcements. The others six service channels (SCH) are
divided into:
1. Channel 172 dedicated for Vehicle-to-Vehicle

communications
2. Channel 184 dedicated for intersections applications
3. Channel 174 and 176 are shared by medium-range

public safety and private services
4. Channel 180 and 182 are shared by short-range public

safety and private services
The functionality of the IEEE 802.11 standard derived

the IEEE 802.1609 standard multichannel coordination for
WAVE. The communication between safety and non-
safety applications is achieved through time division
multiplexing (TDM). Under TDM the synchronization
procedure has been proposed in monitoring the CCH
channel and exchanging data on SCHs channel.

II. WIRELESS AD HOC NETWORK CONGESTION

A wireless ad hoc network is a decentralized type of
wireless network [4], [7] because it is a standalone
infrastructure like routers or access points in supporting
the wireless networks environment. The wireless ad hoc
networks can be categorized by their application such as
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET), Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMN), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs).

Wireless ad hoc is affected by network congestion due
to nodes mobility, data and signal synchronization and
limited bandwitdh capacity of the wireless channels [23],
[6]. Thus all nodes in wireless ad hoc environments may
experience low throughput and high latency under some
networks congestion circumstances.

The performance and effectiveness of network
operations are measured by eliminating the degradation of
wireless channels communication [6],[24]. The focus of
congestion control mechanism is to utilize network as
efficiently as possible by maximizing throughput while
minimizing loss ratio and delay [18].

III. CONGESTION CONTROL ALGORITHMS IN

VANETS

In VANETs, many congestion control researches
focused on the load of wireless network channel
monitoring such as [13],[15],[17], thus controlling the load
of network traffic and the performance of wireless
communication channels.

Researchers in [15] was proposed congestion control
algorithm focused on comfort applications such as
browsing Internet. Our study concern about dissemination

of the non-safety messages especially comfort applications
such as multimedia and internet applications through
service control channels (SCHs). The successfully
dissemination of non-safety message is very crucial in
today mobile and robust internet multimedia applications.
The non-safety message can be delivered to mobile nodes
with high reliability and without delays from the servers
allocated along the nearby roadside such as RSU (Road-
side unit).

Researches in [10] proposed the novel VMESH MAC
protocol for enhancing the performance of non-safety
applications in vehicular environments based on the
WAVE infrastructure. The proposed MAC protocol makes
use of a distributed beaconing scheme and a reservation
based channel access (DRP) on SCH to improve the
channel access efficiency. The studied also investigated
the performance of the VMESH MAC protocol in more
realistic scenarios with stochastic simulations with more
realistic mobility, channel and traffic models.

Researchers in [2] introduced CRaSCH, a cooperative
scheme for the reservation of service channels in
802.11p/WAVE- based vehicular networks. The proposed
scheme targets vehicle-to-infrastructure and vehicle-to-
vehicle communications, where nodes, either roadside or
on-board units, acting as WAVE providers choose a
service channel for their initialized WBSS CRaSCH
(Cooperative Reservation of SCH), a gossip-based
reservation mechanism that relies on co- operation among
nearby providers. Specifically, they proposed two
approaches:-
• Proactive Gossiping: every provider advertises its own

SCH and the SCHs reserved by nearby users or
providers

• Reactive Gossiping: every provider spreading out the
perceived SCH status informations to nearby users or
providers
Furthermore, researcher effort are required to investigate

additional countermeasures taken by providers or users to
protect data transmissions in the SCH interval against
collisions due to the hidden nodes.

Researchers in [3] introduced a set of simple and easy-
to-deploy data rate adaptation policies which rely on
position information to select the data rate to be used for
packet transmission during the SCH interval. As a future
work researchers plan to enhance the proposed solution to
work in urban scenarios where time-varying multipath
channel conditions and higher vehicle density could affect
performances. Moreover, researchers enhance the solution
with functionalities, partially already available in the
literature, aiming to differentiate causes of frame losses,
failures due to collisions from failures caused by channel
errors/weak signals, in order to avoid performance
degradation due to rate under selection when link
conditions are good and not saturated.

Researchers in [5] introduced a novel MAC and SCHs
allocation scheme to guarantee the QoS of non-safety
services and the reliability of safety services in the RSU-
assisted VANETs. We take the vehicle density into
consideration to improve the non- safety service time.
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The studies presented a dedicated multi-channel MAC
plus a QoS-provision channel allocation scheme based on
channel throughput analysis to improve the QoS
performance of non-safety services for the RSU-assisted
centralized VANETs.

In [22] researchers proposed a variable CCH interval
(VCI) multichannel medium access control (MAC)
scheme, which can adjust the length ratio between CCH
and SCHs. The scheme also introduces a multichannel
coordination mechanism to provide contention-free access
of SCHs. Markov modeling is conducted to optimize the
intervals based on the traffic condition. The proposed
scheme shown IEEE 1609.4 MAC significantly enhanced
the throughput of SCHs and reduce the transmission delay
of service packets.

Researchers in [1] presented the use of multiple
channels in vehicular networks. The analysis starts from
design challenges unique to the vehicular environment
need to be addressed in order to make decisions on the
adoption, adaptation, and improvement of the
multichannel architecture proposed by standardization
bodies. Provisioning the safety-critical and commercial
services on the road are the crucial to vehicular ad hoc
networks.. Multiple channels are assigned in the 5 GHz
spectrum to support these services.

In [19] through dynamic service-channels allocation
(DSCA) method, the throughput could be maximized
assigning different service channels to the users. The
solution for assigning multiple service-channels is based
on some assumptions in vehicular environments that
include BERs, different access categories, and dense
traffic conditions using single transceiver.

To show the feasibility of DSCA, realistic parameters
are used from the CISCO traffic statistics in NS-3
simulation. The average throughput is evaluated
extensively under various channel conditions and vehicle
densities. However, non-safety applications can also
contribute to the network efficiency by exchanging traffic
information using four different access categories.

Researchers in [9] proposed the enhanced multi-channel
MAC for VANETs which allows nodes to exchange non-
safety messages during the CCH interval and broadcast
safety messages twice with each in the CCH and SCH
interval. The simulation result has shown the VEMMAC
protocol outperforms the IEEE 1609.4 in terms of
aggregate throughput and average delay.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we tried to point out the strong and weak
points of some of these existing congestion control
algorithms in VANETs for non-safety messages. We
conclude that many of these of congestion control
algorithms are found will solved congestions problems in
VANETs. However, most of proposed congestion control
algorithm not focusing on non-safety messages. In real
situation, various reactions from drivers will generate
multiple non-safety messages on mobile network
environments. The messages of non-safety messages also
could be propagate from different transmitters.

In future work, we will formulate a framework for
congestion control for disseminating of non-safety
messages. We also plan to verify and evaluate
performance of our proposed congestion control algorithm
using network simulator such as NS-3.
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